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PET COLUMN

Regional disaster preparedness clinics increase chance of reunification
To continue with last
week’s pet column topic on
disaster preparedness that
Isabelle
discussed how to be prepared to evacuate your animals if the need arose,
Second Chance Humane
Society is working with local organizations
and agencies to allow you to be further prepared for emergency situations. Although
the risk of fire-driven evacuation has subsided with monsoon relief, the Colorado
fires reminded us all that we are not as prepared as we should be and additional education and prevention measures could really make a difference if the need ever did
unfold in our area.
So as local governments, organizations
and agencies continue to put the pieces
together of what resources we have and
what is needed to respond to broader scale
emergencies and evacuations, the first
phase of the plan, education and registration, is already in motion (details below).
Also in motion is a preventative aspect of
preparedness that is specific to pets in that

Second Chance is
organizing affordable
micro-chipping clinics
throughout
San
Miguel, Ouray and
Montrose counties.
Micro-chips, which
have been discussed in detail in past Second
Chance pet columns (visit www.adoptmountainpets for archived pet columns), are
harmless, non-invasive life saving devices
that we strongly recommend you provide all
your animals with. In disasters such as
Hurricane Katrina and even the recent fires
in Colorado, pets with micro-chips have the
highest and quickest rate of return to their
families. They are also the best insurance
for reunification with pets who become lost
for any reason (not just during an emergency) and, contrary to rumor, micro-chips
do not have GPS capability and your pets
cannot be tracked by the government or
any other entity.
The first low cost micro-chip clinic is
scheduled for July 28 at the Log Hill Fire
Department from 9 a.m. until 1 p.m. Micro-

My name is Isabelle. I became separated
chips, which typically cost an average of
$50, will be offered for only $10 (and the from my family and did not have a microfirst 20 participating households will chip and so now I am homeless. But, I am
super loving, gentle and an amazing comreceive it free).
These clinics are not only for families panion so I am sure whoever my new famiwith pets, as additional valuable informa- ly will be will never want to lose me. But
tion and services will be provided by part- just in case I now have a micro-chip! Come
nering entities. For example, at the Log Hill meet me today.
The Second Chance Humane Society
workshop, local firefighters will be on hand
to pass out emergency preparedness infor- Animal Resource Center and Thrift Shop
mation, and representatives from the West are both located in Ridgway but service San
Region Wildfire Council will be discussing Miguel, Ouray and Montrose counties. Call
residential wildfire mitigation and funding the SCHS Helpline at 626-2273 to report a
opportunities to make mitigation afford- lost pet, learn about adopting a homeless
able. There will also be on-site support to pet, or about the SCHS Spay/Neuter,
assist in registering with the emergency Volunteer, Feral Cat, or other Programs.
View our shelter pets and services online:
notification system.
Additionally, in an upcoming clinic in www.adoptmountainpets.org. Photo by Real
early August, to be held at the Ouray Life Photographs.
County 4-H Event Center, there will be an
opportunity to register your
Proudly supporting our Community
pets and family members in
a database that will be used
by emergency responders
during evacuation and
Member FDIC
recovery efforts.
www.alpinebank.com • 626-4100
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Complete the
grid so each row,
column and
3-by-3 box
(in bold borders)
contains every
digit 1 to 9.
For strategies
on how to solve
Sudoku, visit
www.sudoku.org.uk.
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